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A k t r n d  

It is generally accepted that in the environment of a 
VLSI array of processors the interconnections are much more reli- 
able than the processing elements (PEs) themselves. In the pro- 
posed architecture, we separate processing and communication into 
two distinct, though overlapping and interacting layers. Separate, 
simpler (and thus more reliable), processors are assigned to the 
connectivity layer, which becomes active and self-adaptive, thus 
being able to detect and compensate for malfunctions in the 
underlying layer of main processing elements. 

There is no global control at either level. Rather the pro- 
gram graph (connectivity and operations, that is instructions), is 
"injected" in a preliminary phase via the connectivity processors. 
In this phase, the connectivity graph is embedded between live 
(operational) main processing elements. In the second phase, pro- 
cessing takes place. A more advanced option makes the connec- 
tivity layer fully dynamic. In this ease, the program graph is con- 
tinuously injected in • flow fashion to interact with the flow of 
data which is said to become levitating. This can reduce greatly 
the need for local program memory, and correspondingly the 
required VLSI area. As well it can dispel the need for (large) 
resident, localized, st•tic programs characteristically present in 
yon Nenmann architectures. Based on data levitation, generali:a. 
tionJ of  systolic array# become feasible. 

The project is presently at the stage of architectural 
refinement leading to potential simulation. 

1. Introduction 

There is presently an ongoing search for full implementations 
in VLSI of highly parallel supercomputers with array.like struc- 
tures [1], [3]. However, this search implies the solving of  
numerous problems. Some of the most critical of these problems 
are that: 

1) Supereomputer structures, implemented with conventional 
logic families or present-day microproceuors [6], [7], 18], 
must be completely reworked for total integration. 
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2) Present chip and • re •  fall fur short of the real need ([2] 
mentions the possibility of implementing only •bout 300 
processor elements (PEa) on • wafer, even using wafer- 
scale integration [5], but does not reveal the complc~ty of 
the PE type considered). 

3) Communication difficulties necessitate neighbuur-to- 
neighbuor solutions [4], [5]. 

4) New reliability approaches must be discovered in order to 
provide • truly fault-tolerant design. 

This paper introduces constructs which are intended to con. 
tribute to the solution of  the difficulties outlined. These new con- 
structs define a novel organization, the DYPP (DYnamically Pro- 
grammable Processor). DYPP embodies: 

• ) • new structure, corresponding to a reconfigurable, highly 
parallel supercomputer in which, as opposed to [1], the 
connectivity layer becomes self-adaptive to failures in the 
PEs and requires no globa/control of configuration; 

b) a new concept, called "connectivity injection', whereby 
the program graph is self-locating via • "program.wave" 
radiated into and propagating (in • parallel or serial 
fashion) through the connectivity layer serving as sensitive 
support; 

c) • new concept, called "data levitation" concerning the way 
data and program information should interact in • highly 
parallel computational array in order to ensure minimiza- 
tion of VLSI area, minimization of local fixed memory 
(i.e. ROM) as well as generality of application (not a 
special-purpcee engine). This can be seen as • seneruli:a- 
lion of the systolic array concept. 

2. Two-level fault tolerance and self-adeptive eoamctivity 

The idea of massive parallelism in supercomputers has been 
advocated for • long time [9]. Reference [11] gives an interesting 
overview of °pre-VLSl" implementations. 

finyder [1], [2] was one of the ~ s t  to outline the merits and 
difficulties of • f u l l  VL,ql implementation of supercomputers and 
to propose an architecture, the CHiP (con~gurable, highly parallel 
processor). Hediund and Snyder [2], [12] suggested wager.scale 
integration techniques in order to solve the problems of fault 
tolerance. 

CHiP has three main architectural layers: 

It) a regular bidimensional array of  PEs; 

b) • switch lattice (with pattive switches); 

©) a controller. 

qtef~ae. UlIMIO.  
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The controller is the element which broadcast# the switch 
programming pattern. Various architectures can be realized by 
modifying the switch lattice which provides the only medium for 
interproceuor communication. 

One ixmible problem with the CHiP architecture is the fie.  
ha/controller and the means by which it might have access to all 
of the switching elements in the connectivity lattice. In VLSI 
implementations, any global connection in addition to power, 
ground and clock (the latter, obviously in synchronous systems) is 
not normally recommended. 

T h e  proposed architecture for DYPP (Fig. 1) consists only of 
two conceptual levels or layers: 

a) a regular array of main processln& elemem# (MPEs); 

b) a connectivity network (lattice) consisting of wires and 
switches controlled by an array of connectivity proce#sint 
elements (CPEs). 

Fig. 1. DYPP architecture. 

The main proceming elements (MPFJ) are each able to per- 
form a predefined set of instru¢tiot**. They could be all identical 
to each other, or could represent a too#sic.like spatial distribution 
of distinct processors, able to cover together all the data process- 
ing operations required by the applications environment (see for 
example the distinction between MPE1 and MPE2 in Fig. 1). The 
sets of instructions pertaining to each processor could be custom- 
ized via individual writable control stores (WCSs). 

In contrast with schemes previously presented, the propmed 
connectivity lattice is not simply static, but it adaptable, under dis- 
tributed control, go the needs of the current program. 

Traditionally, VLSI interconnection networks have been 
thought of as being purely passive, being collections of switches 
and wires. Many configurations have been imagined: trees, 
shuffles, single or multiple buses, etc. [20]. 

However, in the VLSI environment, testing by direct a t t es t  
for non-functional units at the component, block or even chip level 
(the latter for example in the case of wafer-scale integration 
schemes) is quite difficult if not impossible (in a majority of 
cases). This results from: 

a) circuit complexity with extreme miniaturization: 

b) difficulty of access (the mechanical or optical resolution 
of available tools is limited); 

c) provision of additional testing pads often associated with 
drivers powerful enough to support external loads; 

d) software complexity, which requires quite intricate 
#eqaence# of tests. 

As a result, designers are forced to include built-in testing 
procedures and provisions for fault tolerance. 

In our approach, the interconncctinn lattice includes, and is 
controlled by, a set of  processors, the connectivity processing ele- 
ments (CPES). They serve an essential role both in the 
(re)oonfignrability and fault tolerance of the structure. 

The CPEa arc the architectural blocks controlling, and thus 
configuring, the switch lattice. Their decisions are based on: 

a) connectivity information provided by the user as part of 
the array programming and customizing proceu (see sec- 
tion 3); 

b) fgnctionality information provided by the MPEs as status 
bits (indicating fault status) and by tests performed by the 
CPEs themselves on the passive switch lattice and edja- 
cent connections. 

The functionality information is obtained either during a 
preliminary self-test step, or in specially allocated time intervals, 
interspersed with the real processing of data, (the latter approach 
is intended for cor~tinuous array maintenance). 

Our approach to the fault tolerance of the processing array is 
based on additional perceived factors: 

I. The necessity of delegating as much of the reliability test. 
ing and repair process to the chip itself because of the 
difficulty of aoceu and surgery in VLSI by external 
m e a n s .  

2. The higher reliability of the interconnects over the pro- 
cessing elements (PEa) thenuudves which are much more 
complex structurally [2], [5], [12]. 

3. The necessity of a more hierarchical distribution of rei/a- 
bility over different layers of PEa and interconnects; this 
leads naturally to the idea of CPEs as being procesmrs 
which are relatively simple in comparison with the MP,.a. 

4. Wafer-scale integration is considered by us to be pmsible 
only with self-test and lelf-reoon~gnration, rather than 
with exclusively external techniques, like di•retinnnry 
wiring [17] or laser restructuring [5]; we feel that the 
price to be paid in this approach is the necessity of more 
built-in redundancy and comple~ty. 

The two-layer approach to chip (or wafer) reliability is even 
more appealing if we take into consideration some current trends 
towards a more 3-dimensional layout [10]. In such a layout, the 
separation between the processing and connectivity layers would 
be even clearer. 

The granularity of the array can be varied, thus for example 
mk iug  provision for the availability of functional components 
(MPEs, CPEs and interconnects) in the immediate vicinity of the 
defective ones. 

Various fault-toleranp strategies can be implemented in this 
architectural environment to cover different fault instances. How- 
ever, they will not be covered here. 
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c ~ w t i v u y  t O m t ~  
This newly concocted term refers to the mapping (embed- 

dial)  of the iwo&ram trapk in the available array of precentors 
provided by the DYPP environment. 

The program graph will, in the pregnt  paper, be interpreted 
in a data flow sense [8], which means, in the end, an asynchronous 
implementation. However, other interpretatiom are araightfor- 
ward, some of them leading to synchronous tchemce. 

In one of the data flow approaches [8], [25 L the nodes of the 
program graph represent functions which are enabled (fired) only 
when all the (input) operanda become available. The arcs of the 
grapk carry data t o k m  (/atckets with data 8ceompenfed by hthels 
dea~gnntiag their .4,part, Late function destinntious). 

Certainly, DYPP is optimized far n ' n n l n $  highly parallel pro- 
8rsm~ where the majority of its procemam are busy at a given 
time. This means, too, a certain locality of data dependencies. 
which should trauslate logically into neighbour-to-neighbnnr com- 
munieatiuns. 

An extra assumption will be made about the program graph, 
in order to limit interaeetlon of communication arcs in the embed- 
dang. We will assume that the program graph is composed of ~e¢. 
slant of binary tree form [19], [20]. In Fig. 2(a) the program graph 
is given in the data flow form [25], while in Fig. 2(b) the mmgiated 
connectivity (communication) graph is presented. In Fig. 2(c) the 
operators (functions) are represented, located at the nodes, with 
the same graph "perpendicularized" in order to fit a presumed rec- 
tangular mesh of main p roc~ ing  elements (MPE~). Phantom 
nodce (Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)) contain no operators [25]; they are used 
ea©lmively for UO tran~ers. 

The spatial location of the operators in the MPE mesh (Fig. 
2(¢)) will be obtained by a mapping program which has as input 
the program graph. It is provided also with information about the 
available grid of MPEs and outputs the (presumably ~md) pmi- 
t i m  of the operators Of no faults arc considered far MPEs, CPF..~ 
w ~et¢ounects). 

In the aogt atop* this o p c r u d  location and connectivity infor- 
mation has to be transposed on the real mrray, by programmin£ 
each MPE to perform its enrresponding instruction (function or 
operator) and asking the CPFJ to eunflgure the connectivity lattice 
corrcepondingiy. 

Two techniques I n  been devised to cope with this final 
stagc of the graph injection proceu: a parallel and a serial one. 
They arc presently under analylil. Simulation remains to be done. 

The programming of the array takes place in two steps: 

1. The MPEs are provided, in a gio~al parallel or serial 
fashion (Pip.  3 and 4), with their operators and with the 
addresses of their two children (in a binary tree); thus 
they are programmed to perform their corresponding 
functions. 

2. The M R s  ask the adjacent connectivity processors 
(CPEs), to connect them with their children. 

It is probably clear by now that the intermediate mapping 
program should be provided with tome information about the 
dimensions of the array and of the number of levels in the pro. 
gram graph. The latter should be smaller than the maximum 
imt~ser eoordinntce in any pmaible communicating direction in the 
prneeamr mesh (which equa~ the number of processors in that 
direction). 

The programming step in the program graph injection pro- 
ceas takes place as prescmod in Figs. 3 and 4. In both approaches, 
the motor for the advancement of the operational aM co ~¢ t i v i t y  
toke~t~ (containing the operators and the addresses of specific con- 
nected children of the node) can be tynchrunoua (under the 
influence of 8 clock) or asynchronous (as in the data wavefront 
~ , , . c h  [2XD. 

These tokeus, the operational aM cotmectivity tokens, as 
well as the data tokens, are provided by the host, baaed on the 
output of the intermediate mapping program previously men- 
tioned. 
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The MPEa not participating in the computational process are 
tmigned a null operator and obviously do not u k  the CPEs for a 
connection. 

In Fig. 3 (showing parallel program graph injection), after 
power-up the connectivity lattice is autumatieaily organized by the 
CPEs in columns, on which the operational-connectivity tokens are 
pushed in from the host. The register bank at the lower aide of 
the array provides the conversion from the field width of the host 
interface to the array communication width. The necessary 
numbers of pins for host UO might otherwise he prohibitive. In 
any ~ e n t ,  this is a serions proble~t for any VLS[ aupercumputer, 
given the present packaging techniques. The operatienal- 
connectivity tokens are pushed by the clock (in the synchronous 
approach) or pulled by handsheking (in the asynchronous version) 
until they reach the upper edge of the array. 

The tokens should advance for precisely a number of steps 
equal to the vertical integer coordinate of the processor array 
(corresponding to the number of processors in the vertical diruc- 
tion). This is ensured by defining an appropriate number of clock 
pubes in the synchronous approach or providing the upper edge of 
the array with a permanent NONREADY response, in the nsyn- 
chmnons (handshalting) technique. 

The tokens are provided by the register bank in layers, start- 
ing with thcee in the upper row. They prupngatc in waves until 
they fill in the array, thereby fully programming and configuring it. 

connectivity I 
Lotti L_. I 

' DYPP 

. . . . . . .  

I I R ist r book I I 
t 

. . . . . . . .  

Fig. 3. Parallel, static, programming of DYPP (parallel injection). 

In the serial scheme, Fig. 4. the tokens are injected, one by 
one, at one corner (shown to be the lower-right in the figure) of 
the array. They propagate along the columns configured in the 

token 

II t / °YPP 
| I progromming 
] l t o k e n  

. . . . . . . . .  _l_inj~ctjo_n_ _ _ 

H O S T  

Fig. 4. Serial, static, programming of DYPP (serial injection). 

abov0-mentioned manner. At the end of each column, they travel 
horizontally through some extra interconneotions, ptmided to con- 
ucct all columns end to end. 

The injection (filling) process of the array ceases when all 
MPEa have received their wogramming tokens. 

The content of the tokens can he modified to increase the 
numher of nelghbours to which each MPE is connected. 
4. Levltathtg data by, dynamic pruiwsmmln I of DYPP 

DYPP is intended to run programs with high parallelism. It 
certainly can be used to implement systolic arrays, fog example. 

Very tong parallel programs (having many levels), might 
require a considerable area if we me the static tc~hBiqu~ 
cussed in Section 3. These techniques are said to he static because 
the (whole) graph is "fror, en in place" in the array (since the I/PEa 
are programmed with the same operators and connections for the 
whole duration of program Fnnn|n~). 

Assuming that we are using a data flow type of computation. 
the ,4ata tokens are travell}~, from the foot(a) and other injec:tinis 
points, along the graph. Only a limited number of I M  of 
operators are fired (active) at a given time, depending on the data 
already available for input to each operator. Cotmpondingly, 
only a limited number of MPEs are used at t given time, leading 
potentially to low resource utilization. 

Conceptually, we could use a movable "activity window" to 
frame the graph area (Fig. 5) containing the active operators 
(instructions) at any time. This window would move along the 
graph, from the root to the pendant vertices (which are connected 
to the exit points from which emerge the final results). 

Fig. $. A program graph activity window. 

Even if for the graph in question, the height of this window 
(the number of graph levels included in it) is much smaller thun 
the total number of levels in the graph, a static graph injection in 
the DYPP would normally lead to a correct implementation only if 
ant wlwte graph is injected (embedded) in the processor array. 

This is because the static injection approach causes the nod~ 
of the graph to he statiouarily located at certain k/PEa in the we- 
caner  array, while the data tokens propagate, at program run 
time, along the arcs of the graph. This means that d l  the graph 
nodes must he injected in the programming phase (Figs. 3,4) and 
no modification can be made to the operators (functions) per- 
formed by each MPE during program runn/ng. This approach 
might in general require a prohibitively large VLSI area, even 
with wafer-gale integration. 

To cure this problem, we propose here a new concept of let4- 
sating data via dynamic modification of MP£ anJ CPE progrnmming. 

In this upproach the size of the array would he prescribed by 
the maximum activity window at any time, and not by the total 
number of graph levels. 

The corresponding array is no longer statically profframmed. 
Instead, the program grapk is contiw~o~ly injected ttwongk tilt 
orray dynamically clmnghq the f~mctloto (and tbt con~etions) of all 
MPE#, (Fig. 6). The programming ~ d  ¢ ~ t t i o n  ~ mnst now 
tahe place in parallel. 
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Fig. 6. The data levitation Wocem. 

The processor array must accomodate an ares at least equal 
to tbe mdzhMm activity window required at any time. 

All the data tokens resulting from previous operations or 
cswreut input should levitate (be present dynamically) in the array. 
Conceptually, this means keeping all the arcs of the graph having 
unresolved data tokens in the (hardware) array, dynamically 
mapped into communication links. 

If we compare this with the model of injection studied in 
section 2, we realize that the program graph moves itself through 
the array in • wave-like manner, carrying with it the aperution mid 
coitsctlvity torten# mainly from the current "activity w i n d # .  
Synchronous or asynchronous schemes can be devised to support 
this movement, devised to keep dynamically the "activity window m 
insidc DYPP. 

This can be eventually seen as • generalization of the systolic 
array coocept. In systolic arrays several flows of data and results 
in interaction coexist in the array. In our proposed dynam/c archi- 
tactug~ the functioaai defialtiont of the PEa find thamsclvcs in a 
flow movement, cans/rig dynamic reconngurab/lity of the array 
( F i n .  7 ) .  
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' I I I X  

, I  I , Input data f low I 
I 

ction (operator & connectivity)'lfl, 
~ i I 

I I 
, 

I i 
I Result f low , 

I l I 
I L 

. . . . . . . . .  ,4 I 

H O S T  

7. A DYPP f~neralization of systolic arrays. 

This arch/tecture can be idantifled as bci~qg both dyMmi¢ and 
r~n.von Neumam, (the program and data ammories are equally dis- 
tributed to all MPEs). 

The coneept leads potentially to massivc reductions in the 
array area and local ROM size, But, at the same time, it forces 
the host computer to perform another function, namely the injec- 
tion of instruction flow, as well as providing the input data flow 
and accepting the results data flow. 

The concept of data levitution can possibly be applied suc- 
cesMully to general-purpose computations. One reservation 
remains. It concerns the implementation of program loops in a 
VLSI context where global connections arc to be avoided, (and 
are, as a matter of principle, not recommended in DYPP), and 
where neighbour-to-neighbour transaction should be the rule. 

As a matter of fact, considerable current research in VLSI 
algorithms is directed toward creating algorithms matching the 
VLSI constraints [22], [23]. 

$. Concindom end future dlrectlom for research 

A new array architecture has been proposed for • dynami- 
eslly programmable (DYPP) VLSI supercomputor, having as 
salient features: 

a) A hierarchical (two-level) fault tolermu structure separated 
on two conceptual levels (processing and connectivity), 
suitable for wafer-seale integration; 

b) Provision of the graph injection feature of programmabii. 
i t y ;  

c) Support fur full dynamic reconfi&urability (via the applica- 
tion of • new concept, called data levitation applied to 
program graphs, preferably in data flow form). 

This architecture can implement $enerali:ations of systolic 
arrays. 

As directions of future research one can consider: fault- 
tolerant strategies for reconfiguration, implementation of long pro- 
gram loops in the presence of data levitation, mapping programs 
for graph injection and of course s/mulation. 
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